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Due to the unprecedented amount of information available, it is becoming
more and more important to provide personalized recommendations on data,
based on past user feedbacks. However, available user feedbacks or ratings are ex-
tremely sparse, which motivates the needs for rating prediction. The most widely
adopted solution has been collaborative filtering, which (1) identifies “neighbor-
ing” users with similar tastes and (2) aggregates their ratings to predict the rat-
ings of the given user. However, while each of such aggregation involves varying
levels of uncertainty, e.g., depending on the distribution of ratings aggregated,
which has not been systematically considered in recommendation, though recent
study suggests such consideration can boost prediction accuracy. To consider un-
certainty in rating prediction, this paper reformulates the collaborative filtering
problem as aggregating community ratings into multiple predicted ratings with
varying levels of certainty, based on which we identify top-k results with both
high confidence and rating. We empirically study the accuracy of our proposed
framework, over a classical collaborative filtering system.
1 Introduction
Recommender system has been widely adopted for filtering an overwhelming
amount of data into a small set of recommended items of the specific user’s
interests. Such items are typically decided by predicting the rating of this specific
user on the items, by aggregating past ratings on similar items (i.e., content-
based approach) or ratings on this specific item by other users with similar tastes
(i.e., collaborative approach), as Example 1 illustrates.
Example 1 (Rating prediction). Consider a user debating which movie to watch.
To help her, we need to predict her rating on the movies she is yet to watch, e.g.,
‘007 Quantum of Solace’. For such prediction, we can either aggregate her ratings
on previous 007 movies (i.e., content-based recommendation) or the ratings of
other users with similar tastes (i.e., collaborative recommendation).
Toward this goal, many systems have been proposed for accurate aggregation
of ratings and its efficient computation. Typically, in collaborative filtering [1],
for such aggregation, k “neighbors” with the closest tastes are identified, then
their ratings are averaged with weights proportional to the similarity, to favor
ratings from the neighbors with higher similarity. Once the rating is predicted,
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recommender systems rely solely on these predicted ratings, to recommend the
items with the highest predicted rating.
However, these predicted values are associated with varying levels of uncer-
tainty, which are not typically considered in existing systems. For instance, the
same predicted rating ‘3’ could be obtained from k = 2 neighbors unanimously
rating ‘3’ on the item (i.e., high certainty), or from strongly disagreeing neigh-
bors, with one rating ‘1’ and another rating ‘5’ (i.e., low certainty).
Recent work [2] studied how such variance of neighbor ratings affects the
quality of recommendation. According to the study, the rating accuracy can be
improved by recommending only the items with both high rating and certainty.
Motivated by this finding, this paper studies how to systematically factor in
the uncertainty for rating prediction. More specifically, instead of generating a
single prediction value with no notion of uncertainty attached, we propose to
generate multiple rating predictions with varying levels of uncertainty associ-
ated. We then abstract rating prediction problem as a uncertain data ranking
problem, which has been extensively studied lately [3–6]. We stress that, our
approach is more systematic than the proposed heuristics in [2], simply filtering
uncertain predictions with variance over some user-specific threshold or rerank-
ing the results based on the variance.
In summary, we believe this paper has the following contributions:
– We study a systematic way to factor in uncertainty for accurate rate predic-
tion. This expands the state-of-the-art of both database and recommender
system research, by identifying a highly demanded application scenario for
uncertain data management and introducing extensive developments on un-
certainty for building recommender systems.
– We implement our proposed framework and evaluate with real-life movie
recommendation datasets.
2 Backgrounds and Related Work
To establish the context of our discussion, we highlight the research efforts for
recommender system and uncertain data management.
2.1 Recommender System
Recommendation has been widely adopted in many real-life data-intensive Web
sites, such as Amazon.com or digg.com. In such systems, each user can either
be represented as a vector of ratings she provided (i.e., heuristics-based [7–10])
or a classifier model trained by other ratings (i.e., model-based [11–13]). In
this paper, we focus on predicting unknown ratings from the heuristics-based
recommender system.
While details may vary, heuristics-based recommender systems adhere to the
following template to predict rating ru,o of user u on object o:
1: Find top-k user set N with highest user similarity ω with u
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2: Apply aggregation function F on the ratings of top-k users.
More specifically, we describe how a typical CF system implementation, e.g.,
Open source toolkits CoFE1, implements ω and F discussed above.
User Similarity ω To identify the most similar k user set N , CoFE uses
Pearson correlation coefficient between two users v and w, when rv and σv
represent the average and standard deviation of the ratings by user v respectively.
ωv,w =
∑m
i=1 (rv,i − rv)× (rw,i − rw)
σv × σw (1)
Rating Aggregation F The k rating vectors identified are then aggregated to
predict unknown ratings. For such aggregation, CoFE uses a weighted average,
with weights proportional to user similarity to u.
ru,o = F(N, o) = ru +
∑
i∈N (ri,o − ri)× ωu,j∑n
j=1 ωu,j
(2)
Once the ratings are predicted, despite different levels of uncertainty involved
with each prediction, existing systems treat all the ratings equally– Meanwhile,
recent study [2] empirically suggests that distinguishing different levels of uncer-
tainty in recommendation can boost accuracy.
2.2 Uncertain Data Management
In contrast, our proposed framework generate multiple uncertain instances for
the prediction of ru,o. More specifically, we adopt possible worlds semantics, as
widely used in uncertain data management systems [3–6], representing dataset
as a set of possible instances, each annotated with numerical membership con-
fidence. In addition, to represent multiple instances representing the same real-
world entity, e.g., multiple predictions on ru,o, generation rules are used, as we
illustrate in Example 2 below.
TupleID Rating Confidence
t1 5 0.8
t2 4 0.2
Example 2 (Rating prediction). Continuing from Example 1, the rating on ‘Quan-
tum of Solace’ can be predicted, by aggregating the ratings from the k users with
similar tastes. For instance, when 80% of such users gives the perfect rating ‘5’
and the rest gives ‘4’, instead of aggregating this into a single predicted rating,
1 http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/iis/CoFE/
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e.g., ‘5’, we can manage both predictions ‘5’ and ‘4’, annotated with the confi-
dence scores, e.g., 0.8 and 0.2 respectively. (Note, this illustrates one naive way
to compute confidence for illustration. For our implementation, we normalize
user ratings and weigh confidences proportionally based on user similarity, as
similarly done in Eq. 2 for quantitative systems.)
Table 2.2 illustrates two tuples t1 and t2 representing these two uncertain
instances. To indicate these two tuples are the multiple rating predictions for the
same user-movie pair, we add a generation rules t1 XOR t2, which represents
the exclusiveness of the two instances.
Query processing for uncertain data [14–16] has been extensively studied
lately for Boolean queries. Meanwhile, a more suitable query semantics for recom-
mender system is ranking [3–6] based on both rating and confidence– Depending
on how these two ranking criteria are combined, varying query semantics were
studied, e.g., U-Topk and U-kRanks in [3] and PT-k in [4], for which many
efficient algorithms have been proposed [3–6].
In particular, in this paper, we consider U-kRanks semantics, which returns
the tuple of the highest probability at each ranking position. Other semantics
are less suitable for recommendation scenarios– PT-k returning all tuples with
probability higher than some threshold in no order is not appropriate for rec-
ommendation where ordering is important. U-Topk requires all top-k results to
belong together to the same mostly likely “possible world”, which is a restricting
requirement for recommendation.
3 Experiments
This section reports our evaluation results comparing historical and probabilistic
CF systems.
For dataset, we used the same MovieLens rating dataset. Among the 100, 000
ratings by 943 users on 1682 items, We selected 568 users who have more than
50 ratings as testing users.
For evaluation metrics, we used the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) [17] metric, which is an popular metric for evaluating ranked results
in information retrieval. The NDCG metric has advantages over the widely-
adopted MAE metric for recommendation, by emphasizing the correctness of
highly-ranked items more in metrics, as [18] recently adopted for evaluating his
recommendation engine. More specifically, when Q is the set of users used for
testing and R(u, p) is the rating assigned by u to the item at the p-th position on
the ranked list produced for user u, NDCG(Q, k) is formally defined as follows:
NDCG(Q, k) =
1
|Q|
∑
u∈Q
Zu
k∑
p=1
2R(u,p) − 1
log(1 + p)
(3)
where Zu is a normalized factor calculated so that the NDCG value becomes
one for the optimal ranking.
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Fig. 1. NDCG vs. Neighborhood Size Results on MovieLens
Figure 1(a) and (b) reports the NDCG values for predicting Top-3 and Top-
5 results, respectively when the size of neighborhood increases from 80 to 200.
Regardless of the neighborhood size, the accuracy of our proposed framework is
higher than that of a widely-adopted CF engine, by more than 5.23% and 5.07%
for Top-3 and Top-5 predictions respectively.
4 Conclusion
This paper presents a new perspective on the classic collaborative filtering prob-
lem, aggregating community ratings to predict a rating for each item. In contrast,
we aggregating community ratings into multiple predictions of varying levels of
uncertainty and identify the top-k recommended items with both high rating and
certainty. This system, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to systematically
factor in the uncertainty for rating prediction in recommendation. Our evalu-
ation results validate the accuracy our qualitative implementation, compared
against a classic quantitative collaborative filtering implementation.
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